Subject Line: Your dirty laundry is screwing up your success

Last week I had an epiphany.

I walked into my room one morning and looked at my work table.

I saw a few dirty dishes… an unpeeled orange… the white t-shirt I wore yesterday… and a big, heavy mirror that lights up (my girlfriend does her makeup in front of it each morning).

And when I saw that mess… a wave of procrastination crashed into me.

Seeing that mess… it just made me think, “bleh, this messy table makes me NOT want to work at all.”

So what did I do? 

I (slowly) began to clean it. Bit by bit, I removed and washed the dishes. I put the orange in the kitchen. And I moved the white t-shirt to the dirty laundry bin.

And afterwards I browsed reddit for 47 minutes.

I’ll admit, I’m sensitive to changes in my environment - if there’s a hiccup in my plans, it makes me say “screw it, my schedule’s already messed up so I’ll kid around for a bit.”

I know - it’s a bad, terrible habit of mine. 

But nowadays I’m much better about it. In fact, I’ve got a system set up so that I don’t experience hour long procrastination binges at all. 

My secret? Using principles from “Friction Focus: How to Easily and Simply Achieve Your Goals Like Never Before.”

I’ve got things set up so that I cruise… from productive task to productive task… with no friction or problems to speak of. 

Goal achievement’s become near easy now… and I’ve gotten further with my goals than ever before.

(Think of the principles like grease… and their letting you “slide” into success).

If you want to cruise your way to goal-achievement, then check out Friction Focus: How to Easily and Simply Achieve Your Goals Like Never Before…

Your goals will thank you for it.

Tim Mcnamara

END

(FYI - This sample was written for demonstrating my copywriting skills… and wasn’t written for a client).
